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Abstract:

Spatial Data Warehouses (SDWs) allow to analyze historical data represented in a space supporting the
decision-making process. SDW applications require a multidimensional view of data that includes dimensions
with hierarchies and facts with associated measures. In particular, hierarchies are important since traversing
them users can analyze detailed and aggregated measures. To better represent users’ requirements for SDWs,
the conceptual model with spatial support should be used. Afterwards, the conceptual schema is translated to
the logical and physical schemas. However, during the translation process the semantics can be lost. In this
paper, we present the translation of spatial hierarchies from the conceptual to physical schemas represented
in the MultiDimER model and Oracle 10g Spatial, respectively. Further, to ensure the semantic equivalence
between the conceptual and the physical schemas, integrity constraints are exemplified mainly using triggers.

1 INTRODUCTION
Data warehouses (DWs) store and provide access to
large volumes of historical data. They usually are represented as a star schema, consisting of fact and dimension tables. A fact table contains numeric data
called measures. Dimensions are used for exploring the measures from different analysis perspectives.
They usually contain hierarchies that allow to analyze
detailed or aggregated measures using the drill-down
and roll-up operations of OLAP systems.
It is estimated that about 80% of data stored in
databases has a spatial or location component, therefore, the location dimension has been widely integrated in DW and OLAP systems. This dimension is usually represented in an alphanumeric, noncartographic manner (i.e., using the place name).
Nevertheless, it is well known that the inclusion of
spatial data in the analysis process can help to reveal
patterns that are difficult to discover otherwise.
On the other hand, spatial databases (SDBs) allow
to store and manipulate spatial objects. The latter cor∗ The work of E. Malinowski was funded by a scholarship of the Cooperation Department of the Université Libre
de Bruxelles. She is currently on leave from the Universidad de Costa Rica.

respond to real-world entities, for which the application needs to keep their spatial characteristics. Spatial
objects consist of a thematic (or descriptive) component and a spatial component. The former is represented using traditional DBMS data types, e.g., integer, string. The spatial component includes its geometry, which can be of type point, line, surface, or a
collection of these types. Spatial objects can relate
to each other forming topological relationships (e.g.,
intersects, inside), i.e., the relationships that do not
change when spatial objects are rotated, scaled, etc.
Spatial Data Warehouses (SDWs) combine DWs
and SDBs for managing significant amounts of historical data that include spatial location. To better
represent users’ requirements for SDW applications,
a conceptual multidimensional model, such as MultiDimER (Malinowski and Zimányi, 2004) should be
used. Then, the conceptual specifications are translated into the logical and physical models. However, during this translation semantics may be lost due
to the limited expressive power of current DBMSs.
Therefore, an additional programming effort is required to ensure the correctness of this translation.
In this paper, we refer to the object-relational (0R)
implementation of SDW hierarchies. As an example of a DBMS we use Oracle 10g Spatial. We also

implement integrity constraints to ensure semantic
equivalence between the conceptual and the physical
schemas. Section 2 presents works related to multidimensional conceptual models with spatial elements.
Section 3 briefly describes the MultiDimER model; it
also refers to topological relationships and their importance in establishing the complexity of aggregation procedures. Section 4 includes the implementation of spatial hierarchies in OR databases. Finally,
Section 5 gives the conclusions.
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3.1

#

RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, very few conceptual models based
on a multidimensional view of spatial data have been
proposed. For example, (Bimonte et al., 2005) define
a spatial multidimensional model with measures and
dimensions represented as complex objects.
(Pedersen and Tryfona, 2001) extend the work of
(Pedersen et al., 2001) by inclusion of spatial measures. They focus on the problems of aggregations
in the presence of different topological relationships
existing between spatial measures.
On the other hand, (Jensen et al., 2004) extend the
model proposed by (Pedersen and Tryfona, 2001) allowing to include spatial objects in hierarchies with
partial containment relationships, i.e., where only part
of spatial object belongs to a higher hierarchy level
Several authors define elements of SDWs, i.e.,
spatial measures and dimensions, e.g., (Fidalgo et al.,
2004; Rivest et al., 2001; Stefanovic et al., 2000).
Other works use SDW concepts for developing spatial
OLAP (SOLAP) systems ((Han et al., 1997; Rivest
et al., 2001; Shekhar and Chawla, 2003)).
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned authors do not
refer to implementation issues of schemas created using the conceptual models or to aspects of logical representation of data required for SOLAP applications.
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concept for grouping data that shares a common semantic meaning within the domain being modeled. It
represents either a level or one or more hierarchies.

THE MULTIDIMER MODEL

! "

Figure 1: An example of multidimensional schema with
spatial elements.

A level corresponds to an entity type in the ER
model and represents a set of instances called members that have common characteristics. For example,
Road coating in Figure 1 is a one-level dimension.

Figure 2: Pictograms for a) spatial data types and b) topological relationships.

Model Definition

The MultiDimER model (Malinowski and Zimányi,
2004; Malinowski and Zimányi, 2005) allows to represent at the conceptual level the elements required
for SDW and SOLAP applications. The description
of the model is based on the schema in Figure 1 used
for the analysis of highway maintenance costs. The
schema contains dimensions, hierarchies, a fact relationship, and measures. A dimension is an abstract

Spatial levels are levels for which the application
needs to keep their spatial characteristics. This is captured by its geometry, which in the model is represented using the pictograms shown in Figure 2 a). In
Figure 1, we have five spatial levels: County, State,
Highway segment, Highway section, and Highway.
Hierarchies are required for establishing meaningful paths for the roll-up and drill-down operations.
They contain several related levels, e.g., the County

and State levels in Figure 1. Hierarchies can express
different structures according to an analysis criterion,
e.g., geographical location. To differentiate them, the
criterion name is used, e.g., Geo location in Figure 1.
Given two consecutive levels of a hierarchy, one
is called child and the other parent depending on
whether they include more detailed or more general
data, respectively. In Figure 1, County is a child level
while State is a parent level. A level of a hierarchy
that does not have a child level is called leaf.
The relationships between child and parent levels are characterized by cardinalities. In Figure 1,
the cardinality between the County and State levels
is many-to-one indicating that a county can belong to
only one state and a state can include many counties.
In a spatial hierarchy, two consecutive spatial levels are related through a topological relationship. This
is represented using the pictograms of Figure 2 b).
By default the within topological relationship is considered, which indicates that the geometry of a child
member is included in the geometry of a parent member, e.g., in Figure 1, the geometry of each county is
included in the geometry of its corresponding state.
A fact relationship (e.g., Highway maintenance
in Figure 1) represents an n-ary relationship between
leaf levels. This fact relationship can be spatial if at
least two leaf levels are spatial, e.g., the Highway segment and the County spatial levels. A spatial fact relationship may require the inclusion of a spatial predicate for spatial join operations. For example, in the
figure an intersection topological relationship indicates that users require to focus their analysis on those
highway segments that intersect counties.
A (spatial) fact relationship may include thematic
or spatial measures. The former are usually numeric
values that allow to perform quantitative analysis.
Spatial measures can be represented by a geometry
or calculated using spatial operators, e.g., distance,
area. The schema in Figure 1 contains two spatial
measures: Length and Common area. Length is a
number representing the length of the part of a highway segment that belongs to a county. Common area
represents the geometry of the common part.

3.2

Topological Constraints Between
Spatial Hierarchy Levels

As was already said, in our model the default topological relationship between two consecutive spatial
levels is within. However, in real-world situations
these relationships can be different. For example, in
a spatial hierarchy formed by the Store and the City
levels, some points referring to store locations can be
on the border between two cities represented as sur-

faces. This situation may lead to the problem of measure aggregation when traversing from the Store to the
City levels since it is not clear whether the measure
(e.g., required taxes) should be distributed between
two cities or considered only for one of them.
For non-spatial hierarchies, summarizability conditions were established (Lenz and Shoshani, 1997).
Summarizability refers to the correct aggregation of
measures in a higher hierarchy level (e.g., State
in Figure 1) taking into account existing aggregations in a lower hierarchy level (e.g., County in Figure 1). Nevertheless, summarizability problems may
also arise depending on the topological relationships
existing between spatial levels. Several solutions may
be applied: an extreme one is to disallow the topological relationships that cause problems whereas another
solution is to define customized procedures for ensuring correct measure aggregation.

Figure 3: Classification of topological relationships for aggregation procedures.

In (Malinowski and Zimányi, 2005) we classified topological relationships according to the required procedures for measure aggregation. Next, we
briefly refer to this classification (Figure 3), which is
based on the intersection between the geometric union
of the spatial extents of child members (denoted by
GU(Cext )) and the spatial extent of their associated
parent member (denoted by Pext ).
The disjoint topological relationship is not allowed between spatial hierarchy levels since during
a roll-up operation the next hierarchy level cannot
be reached. Thus, a non-empty intersection between
GU(Cext ) and Pext is required. If GU(Cext ) within Pext ,
then the geometric union of the child member extents
(as well as the extent of each child member) is included in their parent member extent. In this case,
the aggregation of measures from a child to a parent
level can be done safely using a traditional approach.
Similar situation occurs if GU(Cext ) equals Pext .
In the case when the topological relationships between extents of the child and parent members are
distinct from within or equal, the topological relationships between the spatial extents of every individual
child member and its parent member should be revised. They allow to determine which measure values

can be considered in its entirety for aggregation and
which must be partitioned.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF
SPATIAL HIERARCHIES

Conceptual models facilitate the representation of the
semantics of the modeled reality. However, much of
this semantics may be lost when translating a conceptual schema into a logical and a physical schemas
since only the concepts supported by the target DBMS
can be used. To ensure the semantic equivalence
between these schemas, integrity constraints should
be introduced. Current DBMSs provide support for
declarative integrity constraints, such as keys, referential integrity, or check constraints. However, in
many cases this support is not sufficient and integrity
constraints must be implemented using triggers. The
latter are named Event–Condition–Action rules that
are automatically activated when a table is updated.
Further, to ensure better performance during join
operations and independency from transactional systems, we choose a surrogate-based OR model. Surrogates are system-generated keys that cannot be seen
or modified by users. In Oracle 10g, to ensure the
existence of surrogates, an object table must be created. It is similar to a conventional relational table
with the difference that column types correspond to
the attributes of the object type used for the table declaration. Object types are types structured by users for
representing real-world objects.
Currently, several DBMSs, e.g., Oracle or Informix, provide extensions to define and manipulate
spatial elements. For example, Oracle 10g Spatial
allows to represent geometries using basic geometric types, such as point, line string, and polygon, or
combination of them. Oracle also extends SQL with
spatial operators and functions.
To implement spatial hierarchies, we first, refer to
spatial levels and then, to relationships between them.

4.1

Spatial Levels

In the MultiDimER model, a level corresponds to an
entity type in the ER model. Therefore, it can be
transformed to a table in the OR model. The spatial
support in the model is added in an implicit manner,
i.e., the attribute representing the geometry is represented by pictogram. Therefore, the transformation
of a spatial level into the OR representation requires
an additional attribute for representing its geometry.
The definition of a table in Oracle 10g Spatial for
representing the State level is given next. To ensure

the existence of surrogates for the State level, first a
object type must be defined:
create type StateType as object (
Geometry mdsys.sdo geometry,
Name varchar2(25), Population number(10),
Area number, MajorActivity varchar2(50),
Capital varchar2(25));
create table State of StateType (
constraint statePK primary key (Name))
object identifier is system generated;

The clause object identifier is system generated indicates that a surrogate attribute is automatically generated by the system (the default option).
The OR model of Oracle Spatial provides a unique
spatial data type mdsys.sdo geometry that allows to
capture locations and shapes of spatial objects. In the
example, the attribute Geometry is used for representing the geometry of a state. The specific geometry
(e.g., point or line) is defined and instantiated during
an insert operation.
When the spatial types defined in the conceptual
schema (e.g., surface bag for the State level in Figure 1) are transformed into Oracle Spatial, the semantics may be lost. This may cause that users insert a
spatial data type different from the one that is specified in the conceptual schema. Therefore, to ensure
the equivalence for spatial types between the conceptual and the physical schemas, a check constraint
may be suitable: alter table State add constraint ValidGeom check (Geometry.get gtype() = 7); it enforces
the geometries of a state to be of the type multipolygon (type 7). However, Oracle does not allow such
constructs, thus a trigger must be defined:
create or replace trigger ValidGeomState
before insert or update on State for each row
begin if :new.Geometry.get gtype() <> 7 then
raise application error(-2003,’Invalid Geometry’);
end if;
end;

4.2 Relationship Between Spatial Levels
A relationship between levels forming a hierarchy
corresponds to a binary relationship in the ER model.
Therefore, this relationship can be represented in the
OR model using the traditional mapping for the binary many-to-one relationships. This requires to include in the table created for the child level an attribute for representing a parent key.
Figure 1 includes the Geo location spatial hierarchy that contains the County and the State levels.
Since we already have created a table for the State
level, next we define a table for the County level:
create type CountyType as object (

Geometry mdsys.sdo geometry,
Name varchar2(25), Population number(10),
Area number, StateRef ref StateType);
create table County of CountyType (
StateRef NOT NULL,
constraint CountyPK primary key (Name),
constraint CountyFK foreign key (StateRef)
references State);

The CountyType object includes a reference (ref) type
that points to the corresponding row in the State table. In this way, the OR approach replaces valuebased joins with direct access to related rows using
the identifiers. Further, not allowing the attribute
StateRef to have null values and enforcing referential
integrity constrains ensure that every county member
has assigned a valid state member. However, to insert data into the County table, the surrogates of the
corresponding state members should be known. To
facilitate this operation we create a view allowing to
introduce a state name instead of a state surrogate:
create view CountyView (Geometry, Name,
Population, Area, StateName) as
select C.Geometry, C.Name,
C.Population, C.Area, S.Name
from County C, State S
where C.StateRef = ref(S);

Since views defined on two tables cannot be updated, to insert data into the County table using the
CountyView, an instead of trigger should be created;
it performs actions instead of the operation specified
in the trigger.
Further, topological relationships between spatial
levels forming a hierarchy should also be considered
during implementation for preventing the inclusion of
incorrect data and for indicating what kind of aggregation procedures should be developed. Two solutions can be proposed: (1) constraint the geometry of
the child member during the insert operation or (2)
verify topological relationships between the geometric union of the spatial extents of child members and
the spatial extent of their associated parent member,
after the insertion of all child members.
The first solution requires the verification of the
topological relationship between spatial extents of a
county and a state members:
create or replace trigger CountySpaIns instead of
insert on CountySpaView for each row
declare StGeometry State.Geometry%Type;
begin select S.Geometry into StGeometry
from State S where S.Name = :new.StateName;
if SQL%found then
if sdo geom.relate(StGeometry,’anyinteract’,
:new.Geometry,0.005) = ’TRUE’ then
insert into County select :new.Geometry,

:new.Name, :new.Population; :new.Area, ref(S)
from State S where S.name = :new.StateName;
else raise application error(-2002, ’Invalid
Top. Rel.’); end if;
else raise raise application error(-2000,
’Invalid State Name: ’ || :new.StateName); end if;
end;

The trigger raises errors if the state name is invalid or
if the geometry of a county member is disjoint from
the geometry of its corresponding state member. Otherwise, it inserts the new data into the County table.
In the example, to check topological relationships we
use the sdo geom.relate function with an ’anyinteract’
mask, which accepts any topological relationships but
disjoint between child and parent members. However,
a specific topological relationship can be used instead
of anyinteract, e.g., covers.
In the second solution we allow to include child
members without activating an instead of trigger. After all child members are inserted, the verification
of the topological relationship between the geometric union of the spatial extents of child members and
the spatial extent of their associated parent member is
performed. An example of this verification is given
next. First, we define a function that receives a state
name and returns 1 if the spatial extent of a given
State member is equal to the geometric union of the
spatial extents of its County members:
create or replace function ChildrenWithinParent
(StateName State.Name%Type) return Number is
StName State.Name%type;
begin select S1.Name into StName
from State S1, (select S2.Name as SName,
sdo aggr union(sdoaggrtype(C.Geometry, 0.005))
as Geometry from County C , State S2
where C.StateRef = ref(S2)
group by S2.Name ) GU
where S1.Name = StateName and GU.SName =
S1.Name and sdo geom.relate(S1.Geometry, ’equal’,
GU.Geometry, 0.005)= ’equal’;
if SQL%found then return 1; else return 0; end if;
end;

We use the sdo aggr union function, which returns a
spatial object represented as the geometric union of
the specified spatial objects, e.g., county members.
This function works similarly to the aggregate functions used for non-spatial data, i.e., when the group by
clause is included and the specific function is selected
(e.g., sum) with the difference that it refers to spatial
data. The select statement in the from clause, creates
a temporary table GU with two attributes SName and
Geometry. The latter is the geometric union of counties grouped by a state name. Then, this table is used
in the second where statement for testing the equal

topological relationship.
The ChildrenWithinParent function can be called
for a specific state or for all states. Next, we show an
example of this call displaying a message instead of
taking some specific action:
declare StName State.Name%type;
cursor RetrieveState is
select S.Name from State S;
begin open RetrieveState;
loop fetch RetrieveState into StName;
exit when RetrieveState%notfound;
if (ChildrenWithinParent (StName) = 1) then
dbms output.put line(StName ||
’ is totally covered by its counties’);
else dbms output.put line(StName ||
’ is not totally covered by its counties’);
end if; end loop;
close RetrieveState;
end;

Since the branch else indicates that some (or all)
counties intersect their state member2 , we must
check the topological relationships of individual child
members. These topological relationships can be
easily retrieved in Oracle using, e.g., the following function for a state member S in the State
table and every related child member C in the
County table: sdo geom.relate(S.Geometry, ’determine’, C.Geometry, 0.005). Based on that and according to user requirements, an appropriate aggregation
procedure can be developed.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The MultiDimER model provides the multidimensional view of data and allows spatial support in levels, hierarchies, fact relationships, and measures. In
particular, spatial hierarchies are important since they
allow to see detailed and aggregated measures while
traversing different levels. However, to ensure correct measure aggregation, topological relationships
between spatial hierarchy levels must be considered.
Furthermore, even though the model captures
users’ requirements for SDW applications, the resulting conceptual schemas must be translated to specific
implementation platforms (DBMSs). However, the
semantics can be lost during this translation process
due to limited expression power of current DBMSs.
This paper presented a transformation of spatial
hierarchies to the OR implementation model using as
an example Oracle 10g with its spatial extension. We
2 In

a real situation, counties are included in states, i.e.,
this topological relationship is equal, however we use the
same example to shorten the paper’s size.

also referred to integrity constraints that allow to preserve the semantics of a more expressive conceptual
schema while transforming to a physical schema.
The proposed mappings to the OR model along
with the examples using a commercial system, show
the applicability of the given solutions in real-world
situations and the feasibility of implementing SDWs
in current commercial DBMSs.
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